
High Attitude Dance Academy
Phased Plan 2020-2021

HADA will implement a phased season plan for the studio.  We are hopeful to continue 
progressing forward throughout the upcoming months, and prepared for all scenarios as 
we need to transition to/from any phases at any point.  The following policies and 
guidelines are based on Gunnison County Public Health Orders as well as the State of 
Colorado Guidelines.

Green Level
*open as normal with Sanitation Standards
*Class size limits return to normal
*parents in studio building allowed
*drop ins permitted
*tuition based on monthly rate

Blue Level

*groups of 9-11 dancers per class according to group size and square footage allowances.
*outdoor pickup and drop off
*only students allowed in building, temperature taken at drop off.
*teachers will escort dancers under the age of 10 (or over 10 if requested by parents) from
door to class, and from class to courtyard to parents.  
*10 minutes between classes for disinfecting and social distancing
*masks required to enter and exit building
*masks optional in class when social distancing can be met.
*masks required for portion of class (ie, choreography) where social distancing can't be 
met.
*dressing rooms closed for changing and storage (may be utilized by one individual at a 
time as needed, at discretion of studio on a case by case basis)
*drop ins not permitted
*tuition based on monthly rate



Yellow Level

*groups of 9-11 dancers per class according to group size and square footage allowances 
will still be kept to allow fluidity between levels.
*classes will be held outside in the courtyard as weather permits, or virtually in the case 
that weather does not permit.  A class communication text will be sent no less than 30 
minutes prior to class time if the class will be held virtually.  Temperature taken at drop 
off.
*masks optional in class when social distancing can be met.
*masks required for portion of class (ie, choreography) where social distancing can't be 
met.
*dressing rooms closed
*drop ins not permitted
*tuition based on monthly rate

Orange Level

*classes will be held on a regular schedule virtually via zoom with an instructor from inside
the dance studio (excluding acro tech classes for safety reasons)
*drop ins permitted
*tuition based on monthly rate (prorated if acro tech is removed from schedule)

Red Level

*regular class schedule postponed
*competition choreography classes may be continued virtually according to timing.
*classes on a pop-up basis
*tuition charged per class

As the Public Health Orders flow between Levels of the Coronameter, HADA will 
immediately shift to the above actions on the date of level implementation.  A studio 
communication text will be sent to ensure that all participants are aware of the level 
change, and reminded to refer to this phased plan.

HADA also has “subgroups” within the studio that will not crossover in the case that a 
group/individual has to be quarantined due to sickness.  This allows the studio as a whole 
to continue operation, even in the case that one individual becomes ill with two or more 
symptoms of COVID-19 by isolating only the group associated with that individual.  This is 
an extra precaution to ensure that we can continue to do what we love in a safe and 
controlled manner.  

HADA is dedicated to the safety of its staff and dancers, and directly follows all guidelines
set above with a strong and sincere love for our families and dance.


